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PAUPACKAN LAKE ASSOCIATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

September 17, 2011 
Meeting called to order at 9:00 am. 

Roll Call: 
Board Members present: Rolland Grote, Kathy May Showers,  Bob Semian, , Chris Borton 
Absent Board Members:  Al Grabon (absent), John Pierro (absent), Michael McTiernan (absent) 
Attorney:  Anthony Magnotta 
Business Manager:  Karen Kilgallen   
Finance Chairperson:  Leo O’Reilly 
Election and By-Laws Chairperson:  Carole Seuling  
By Laws Chairman:  Tony Mazaitis (absent) 
 
Reading of the Minutes from the last meeting were read by Kathy May Showers and were 
accepted with changes. 
MOTION to approve made by Rolland Grote, 

SECOND by Bob Semian. 

APPROVED by all.  Motion passed.   

 

Financial 

1. Financial report was reviewed. 

2. Income is at 102.01% of expected income for the year.  Leo and Karen will check the 
numbers on the debt service.  WE ARE ON TIME WITH ALL PAYMENTS! 

3. We need a resolution and minutes for the previous meeting.  Leo and Rolland will take 
this when they go to the bank and sign the loan.  Tony has not been called for review 
yet. 

4. Discussed reserves.  Will need an account for weed control and the spillway.   

5. Carol Sueling is concerned over the $50,000 for the spillway.  Whatever is left we owe to 
the construction loan. 

6. We budgeted $10,000 for the Dam engineer and Surveys but spent $20,000.  Rolland 
stated that the $ spent for the surveys have saved us many dollars on the spillway 
project.  Bob Semian says the 2012 budget allowed only $30,000 for the spillway project 
instead of the $50,000 we had last year.  Rolland did not want to raise dues for 2012. 

7. 373 homeowners and 125 adjacent lot owners have paid.  We have 200 owners whose 
prospects  for paying have maxed out.  There are 27 owners with outstanding balances 
that will be served locally for personal judgments instead of mail (which they ignore). 
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MOTION to accept the financial report made by, Bob Semian,  

SECOND by Chris Borton 

APPROVED by all.  Motion passed.. 

 

Communications  

1. Keppler at 12a Upper Playground trail (12a is the rear lot).  Board was asked to take over 
ownership of the lot.  The board would only consider this if all previous taxes are paid.  
If we take it for common use and enjoyment of all members we pay no taxes on it.  It 
stays as green space forever.  The Board would like to look at the property before 
deciding.  Also must know the perk results before further consideration. 

2. Steltz on West Shore (12a, section 4) across the street from the lake would like to do the 
same.  There is a tiny building on the property that has been destroyed.  There are a 
couple of houses for sale in that area.  It is all rock and water.  Bad storm runoff. 

3. A community member claims to have been hit by a truck, but we need something in 
writing from him. 

4. One member wants a grievance meeting but has not paid his fine.  Our By-Laws can 
state that one can petition a grievance but must pay the fine first. (Article 5 paragraph 
3).  He wrote to our attorney, but that is not proper procedure. 

5. One member has paid a fine. 

6. Financial report was reviewed. 

 

MOTION to place unpaid fines from August Report on members accounts was made by, 
Rolland Grote 

SECOND by Kathy May Showers 

APPROVED by all.  Motion passed 

 

7. Karen is seeking authorization from the Board to authorize Alex Knopka to 
purchase and install 911 signs for community members who have requested this 
service.  The Board authorizes this. 
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8. Tax Sales:  Tony has received requests for information on property in Paupack 
Estates that might be for sale.  People are looking. 

9. Karen is trying to locate our Corporate Tax return.  It was logged in at the office, 
but is missing. 

10. Civil complaints:  The fourth name on the list is renting, and only a member can make a 
complaint. 

11. Karen would like to see proof of “hundreds of fines” with no followed up.  Bob Semian 
found that many of those he thought were fines were actually first time notices.  Karen 
wants to have this made very clear because it reflects on her if it were true.  Let the 
record show that “Records are appropriate and all fines have been dealt with.” 

 

Legal 

1. Tony is still not clear on the break down for billing “just roads” and the prorate share for 
road maintenance only.  In 2010 we spent significantly more on roads, but the dues was 
higher.  He needs Karen to verify figures: prior three years were fairly similar to each 
other.  Karen must review this again and check formulas.  Then she should report an 
average as a percentage amount for the administrative side of road expense.  This is not 
to be presented yet.  Take the % of road budget spent on roads.  We want to establish 
the same rate for all years.  The agreement in the deed is very specific about the 
maintenance amount.  It may average 10% of all costs as administrative expenses 
attributed to roads. 

2. #773 hasn’t paid dues and they are threatening to log their lot.  Tony noted they cannot 
do it.  There are already fines set forth for logging in our Rules. 

3. Combining lots:  There is only one reported appellate case in PA.  It was in 1997 in Wild 
Acres.  They combined 4 lots by deed without Township approval.  The court held in 
accordance with the By-Laws that allowed for the “Grantee of the last deed…”  This was 
before Act 180. 

4. Bob Semian says that our previous By-Laws said we could combine lots for tax purposes, 
but not for dues purposes. 

5. Carol Sueling says we should redefine how many members can have use of the lake if 
owned by 7 people, or by corporations. 

6. Rolland says lot owners missed a chance to vote by not attending the annual meeting.  
Most of those attending were homeowners. 

7. Tony explained the hierarchy of ownership. 
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a. Any conflict between covenants, by-laws or Rules and Regulations and State Law, 
State Law will dictate. 

b. Covenants (deed restrictions).  This is the governing document.  It CANNOT be 
changed 

c. By-Laws  

d. Rules and Regulations.  These are enacted to clarify what happens under 
covenants.  It cannot be contrary to the Covenants.  If a covenant does not say 
anything about noise, you must pass a Rule about it and define what is excessive 
noise.  If members do not like the Rules and Regulations, they can get rid of that 
Board. 

e. There were three developers of PLE. 

o Prior to maps of record people received a Covenant.  The first developer 
went under.  But their Covenants are on file at the courthouse. 

o The second company made many small lots (some 40 x 70), but did not 
change the original Covenants.  However, they added a one foot buffer 
around the lake at the high water mark in order for PLA to do maintenance of 
the lake.  The state requires most associations to own one foot of lakefront.  
They also added a ten foot easement for PLA on all sides of every lot.  This is 
spelled out in Covenant #6. 

o Both Covenants are on file at the Wayne County Courthouse. One developer 
used to attach a copy and mark it Schedule A. 

 

Unfinished Business 

1. Emergency Generator:  Aqua should have enough generators to keep our pumps going 
during times of power outages. 

2. Emergency generator and bottled water for the office:  We need to appoint and 
emergency management committee with the first order of business is to prepare a list 
(to include prices and spec numbers for ordering) of all items needed to get set up for 
emergencies. 

3. Rolland appointed Sam Martin as the head of the new Emergency Management 
Committee. 

4. The Hide Out is sponsoring CPR training and First Aid.  We could join if we contact Ralph 
Graph at the Hide Out. 
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5. Chris Hartzell says there is a stench from the water draining into PLE from Secluded 
Acres.  It goes down Sunrise, crosses the speed bump, and does get into our lake.  Chris 
Borton will contact the owner, Marty Ohora about the drainage. 

 

Committee Reports 

 

ROADS AND MAINTENANCE 
Rain has kept the road work behind schedule.  Some roads are graded and ready to start.  They 
should begin paving Tuesday 9/20/11.  August 26 to now we have had 60% of our rain for the 
year.  It is the wettest year on record. 
 
LAKE 

1. Tony needs a final plan for the spillway to present to the town in order to begin the 
process to get the town to give up one section of road.  Rolland is to get 3 sets of 
drawings to Tony. 

2. Chris Borton surveyed the bottom of the lake. He will have the results to the engineer 
soon. 

3. Rolland needs the Lakeville Fire Department to call him.  He needs to review the 
Spillway requirements. 

4. Tony explained the need for and the processing of a $30,000 Surety Bond.  We pay a % 
per year.  We don’t need it till January 8, 2016.  Rolland says he will add it to the Board 
Members Handbook. 

5. Bob Semian says Mr. Bachman cannot make it to our meetings till fall. 
 
SECURITY 

1. Speed bumps:  New speed bumps are to be placed according to clocked speeds at 
different places around PLE.  They will not be the same design as the one by the lake, 
but smaller. 

2. The basement is to be sprayed for mold.  Papers that include old board meeting notes 
from years gone-by have been severely damaged by the flood.  The issue of mold means 
they should be removed and destroyed as soon as possible.  Knopka is to pick them up 
on Monday.  Tony says according to the “Records Retention Act” we do not have to 
keep records beyond 7 years and all of the records in question were beyond 7 years old. 

 
MOTION: to properly dispose of records that are flood damaged and moldy.  They 
are a health hazard to community members and will be destroyed. 

Motion was made by, Rolland Grote 

SECOND by Kathy May Showers 

APPROVED: by all.  Motion passed 
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3. All notices from State Agencies should be stored upstairs. 

4. There was a suggestion of a motion (but no vote) that all future records be 
retained shall be scanned or stored off site.  This would be 4-5 bankers boxes per 
year. 

5. Records of Court cases and judgements are available at the courthouse. 

6. Minutes for the last 2 years are on the Website.  Tony says don’t keep them 
before 2010. 

7. Treasurer’s Report and financial records must be kept to comply to 5307. 

8. Treasurer’s Records are to be kept upstairs in books. 

9. Bills paid are to be kept for 3 years, upstairs.  They will be in binders on the new 
shelf. 

10. Karen and Kathy are to review the records marked 2003-2004 and report at the 
next meeting. 

11. Grievance Committee is in place. 

12. Emergency needs for tape, cones, flares, blow-horn will be taken care of if Chris H would 
email a list including the costs of items needed to the Board for approval.   Town cited 
Hartman on Tiffany.  There are 2 dumpsters at the beginning of the road.  They work on 
it every time they get a citation.  The dumpster is sitting 2 months.  Property is still not 
clean.  We cannot enter the property without a court order. 

13. Chris says there are 36 properties in the same shape. 

14. What is proper procedure?  He MUST warn them.  Then Cite them.  First a verbal 
warning, then a written warning.  List the name, property number, and a letter giving 30 
days to remedy the situation. 

BUILDING RULES AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE 
Second Revision is back and a meeting is scheduled to review it. 
Tigue has an application to cut 24 trees.  He is conditionally approved as long as he plants 5 
deciduous (natural habitat) trees with a minimum diameter of 2” and 10 to 12 feet high. 
 
MOTION to have Fred Showers do a letter explaining the conditional approval. 

Motion made by, Rolland Grote 

SECOND by Bob Semian 

APPROVED by all.  Motion passed 
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COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS COMMITTEE 
1. No money is being requested.   
2. They would like permission to shut off Briar Circle and make a “Trail of Terror” spooky 

walk for the teenagers in the neighborhood on October 22.  After discussion of some of 
the apprehensions and insurance coverage, the request was withdrawn. 

3. Rolland was to contact the insurance company regarding this possibility 
4. October 29th Halloween Party early afternoon for younger kids, then Trunk or Treat in 

the field, and 8-12 pm adults only party at community room.  Security was requested for 
the whole day. 

 
New Business 

We will have a Strategic Planning Committee by next meeting. 

Fall Newsletter is a possibility 

 

General Membership Meeting 

Power point presentation needs a change before posting on web.  We are not paving 7/10ths of 
East Shore Drive, but 5/10ths. 

Meeting minutes not ready yet for posting. 

 

Adjournment 

MOTION to Adjourn at 12:26 

MADE by Chris Borton 

SECOND by Rolland Grote 

APPROVED by all Ays.  Motion Passed 

 


